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Abstract
Background: In the United States, the COVID-19 pandemic has magnified the disproportionate and long-standing health
disparities experienced by Black communities. Although it is acknowledged that social determinants of health (SDOH) rather
than biological factors likely contribute to this disparity, few studies using rigorous analytic approaches in large, information-rich
community-based data sets are dedicated to understanding the underlying drivers of these racial disparities.
Objective: The overall aim of our study is to elucidate the mechanisms by which racial disparities in severe COVID-19 outcomes
arise, using both quantitative and qualitative methods.
Methods: In this protocol, we outline a convergent parallel mixed methods approach to identifying, quantifying, and
contextualizing factors that contribute to the dramatic disparity in COVID-19 severity (ie, hospitalization, mortality) in Black
versus white COVID-19 patients within the integrated health care system of Kaiser Permanente Georgia (KPGA). Toward this
end, we will generate two quantitative cohorts of KPGA members with a confirmed COVID-19 diagnosis between January 1,
2020, and September 30, 2021: (1) an electronic medical record (EMR) cohort including routinely captured data on diagnoses,
medications, and laboratory values, and a subset of patients hospitalized at Emory Healthcare to capture additional in-hospital
data; and (2) a survey cohort, where participants will answer a range of questions related to demographics (eg, race, education),
usual health behaviors (eg, physical activity, smoking), impact of COVID-19 (eg, job loss, caregiving responsibilities), and
medical mistrust. Key outcomes of interest for these two cohorts include hospitalization, mortality, intensive care unit admission,
hospital readmission, and long COVID-19. Finally, we will conduct qualitative semistructured interviews to capture perceptions
of and experiences of being hospitalized with COVID-19 as well as related interactions with KPGA health care providers. We
will analyze and interpret the quantitative and qualitative data separately, and then integrate the qualitative and quantitative
findings using a triangulation design approach.
Results: This study has been funded by a Woodruff Health Sciences grant from December 2020 to December 2022. As of
August 31, 2022, 31,500 KPGA members diagnosed with COVID-19 have been included in the EMR cohort, including 3028
who were hospitalized at Emory Healthcare, and 482 KPGA members completed the survey. In addition, 20 KPGA members
(10 Black and 10 white) have been interviewed about their experiences navigating care with COVID-19. Quantitative and
qualitative data cleaning and coding have been completed. Data analysis is underway with results anticipated to be published in
December 2022.
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Conclusions: Results from this mixed methods pilot study in a diverse integrated care setting in the southeastern United States
will provide insights into the mechanisms underpinning racial disparities in COVID-19 complications. The quantitative and
qualitative data will provide important context to generate hypotheses around the mechanisms for racial disparities in COVID-19,
and may help to inform the development of multilevel strategies to reduce the burden of racial disparities in COVID-19 and its
ongoing sequelae. Incorporating contextual information, elucidated from qualitative interviews, will increase the efficacy, adoption,
and sustainability of such strategies.
International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR1-10.2196/38914
(JMIR Res Protoc 2022;11(10):e38914) doi: 10.2196/38914
KEYWORDS
COVID-19; social determinants of health; race; mixed methods; equity; disparity; health; pandemic; disease severity; mortality;
racial; ethnicity; complications

Introduction
Background
In the United States, the COVID-19 pandemic has magnified
the disproportionate and long-standing health disparities
experienced by Black communities. Substantive data now
demonstrate that Black Americans experience infection,
hospitalization, and death from COVID-19 at disproportionality
high rates [1-5]. For example, in the state of Georgia, Black
Americans represent 31% of the population, yet they account
for approximately 40% of total COVID-19 deaths [6]. Now, as
we approach our third year of the pandemic, an abundance of
extant literature points to the heavily racialized effects of
COVID-19, yet there has been scarce discourse and few
interventions addressing the disproportionate toll among Black
populations due to a lack of actionable evidence needed to
inform such responses. Unpacking the role of structural racism
(through the multilevel processes that interact with one another
to generate and reinforce disparities faced by racialized
communities) on the risk of COVID-19 complications, including
severe COVID-19 infections requiring hospitalization and “long
COVID-19,” remains crucial to inform pandemic responses
among Black communities.
Social determinants of health (SDOH), rather than biological
differences, are hypothesized to impose a greater risk for both
infection and severe disease from COVID-19 (ie,
hospitalization) among Black communities [7]. These include
a myriad of factors operating at the level of the individual (eg,
chronic disease burden), interpersonal (eg, patient-provider
relationship), community (eg, health care availability), and
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social and economic structure (eg, poverty rate, racial
segregation). Although it is acknowledged that these factors
likely contribute, few studies using rigorous analytic approaches
in large, information-rich community-based data sets are
dedicated to understanding the underlying drivers of these racial
disparities.

Objective
In this protocol, we outline a mixed methods approach to
identifying, quantifying, and contextualizing the specific medical
and SDOH factors that contribute to the dramatic disparity in
COVID-19 complications in Black versus white COVID-19
patients within an integrated health care system. The specific
aims of this planned research are to: (1) quantitatively examine
the individual, community, and structural factors contributing
to (ie, mediating) disparities in COVID-19 complications in
Black versus white COVID-19 patients using electronic medical
record (EMR) data and primary survey data; (2) conduct
semistructured qualitative interviews among Black and white
patients hospitalized with COVID-19 to explore personal
experiences with COVID-19, and contextualize factors that
facilitate and impede health-seeking behaviors at the
interpersonal, family, community, and health care levels; and
(3) compare and contrast the qualitative interviews about
personal experiences with COVID-19 with perceptions on the
quantitative survey and routinely collected EMR data (Figure
1). This mixed methods approach will provide a robust
understanding of the multifactorial challenges faced by adults
diagnosed with COVID-19, and compare these challenges
between Black and white patients to inform future interventions
and policies that may reduce barriers and improve equity.
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Figure 1. Convergent parallel mixed methods design to understand racial disparities in COVID-19–related complications. EMR: electronic medical
record; KPGA: Kaiser Permanente Georgia.

Methods
Conceptual Framework
Our approach is informed by the National Institute of Minority
Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD) Research Framework

(Table 1) [8]. This framework considers the complex interplay
among individual, interpersonal, community, and structural
factors that influence health and health outcomes. In this study,
the NIMHD Framework informed our quantitative EMR cohort
and survey development, as well as the qualitative interview
guide.

Table 1. The National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities Research Framework [8].
Levels of influence

Domains of influence
Biological

Behavioral

Physical/built environment

Sociocultural environment

Structural

Population exposure

Policies and laws (eg,
social distancing)

Societal structure

Societal norms; society; Quality of care; health
structural discriminacare policies
tion; media

Community

Community exposure

Community functioning Community environment; community resources

Interpersonal

Family microbiome;
Family functioning;
caregiver-child interac- school/work functiontion
ing

Household environSocial networks; fami- Patient-provider relament; school/work envi- ly/peer norms; interper- tionship; medical decironment
sonal discrimination
sion-making

Individual

Preexisting conditions

Personal environment

Health behaviors (including social distancing); coping strategies

Community Advisory Board
Evidence suggests that a community-engaged approach leads
to the development of more efficacious and readily adoptable
interventions [9], the long-term objective of our work. For this
study, we have formed a community advisory board (CAB;
N=5) comprised of patients, caregivers, and researchers. CAB
members were recruited through established community
engagement networks, academic institutions, local community
organizations, and health care systems. The composition of the
CAB is 70% women and 100% nonwhite. To date, the CAB
has helped inform the development of the qualitative interviews.
https://www.researchprotocols.org/2022/10/e38914
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Health care system

Community norms; lo- Availability of health
cal structural discrimina- services; safety net sertion
vices

Sociodemographic; cul- Insurance coverage;
tural identity; response health literacy; trust in
to discrimination
health care system

It is anticipated that results arising from the study will be
disseminated to the CAB, which will be essential to
contextualizing results and informing the development future
multilevel intervention studies to reduce COVID-19–related
racial disparities.

Study Population and Data Sources
Kaiser Permanente Georgia
Kaiser Permanente Georgia (KPGA) is a large health insurance
database of more than 260,000 current adult members (>40%
Black) across 2230 US Census tracts in the metropolitan Atlanta
area as well as North Georgia. To be enrolled in the database,
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participants must have insurance with KPGA. The large
proportion of Black members (in the general Georgia population,
the proportion of people identifying as Black is 32.6%) and
variability in SDOH indices (household income, social
vulnerability index) will allow us to investigate racial disparities
and effect modification by individual circumstances, health care
site, and neighborhood. KPGA has an extensive EMR data
repository, including information related to patient demographics
(with some individual measures of SDOH such as insurance
status), diagnoses, procedures, claims, lab values, and prescribed
medications. In addition, community-level SDOH variables
were drawn from an extensive database of characteristics at the
county, census-tract, and zip code levels to characterize social
vulnerability factors at the community and system levels. Data
on community- and system-level factors were obtained from
publicly available sources (eg, American Community Survey),
which were geocoded and linked to patient EMR data using
information of the patient address.

EMR Cohort (Quantitative)
To develop the EMR cohort, all adult (aged ≥18 years) members
enrolled in KPGA as of January 1, 2020, with a minimum of
1-month continuous enrollment and with a confirmed diagnosis
of COVID-19 were included (N=31,500). COVID-19 was
defined by a positive COVID-19 polymerase chain reaction test
or an International Classification of Diseases-10th revision
(ICD-10) diagnosis code (U07.1, B97.29, B34.2, B97.21, or
J12.81). To ascertain granular information on in-hospital
outcomes (eg, intensive care unit [ICU] admission), KPGA
EMR data were linked to Emory Healthcare for the subset of
KPGA members hospitalized with COVID-19 at Emory
Healthcare (n=3028). KPGA does not offer inpatient services
and Emory Healthcare represents >50% of all hospitalizations
among KPGA members in metropolitan Atlanta. Linkage of
KPGA to Emory Healthcare data was done using an algorithm
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of date of birth, first name, last name, and sex, with a linkage
rate greater than 90%.

COVID-19 Survey Cohort (Quantitative)
For the COVID-19 survey, adult (aged ≥18 years) KPGA
members with a confirmed COVID-19 diagnosis; a valid email
address; and current KPGA enrollment with a minimum of
1-month continuous enrollment as of June 1, 2021, were invited
to participate via email. The cohort eligible for the survey was
populated on June 1, 2021, and research staff began emailing
eligible adults a recruitment email with an embedded survey
link. Emails were sent in batches of 500 between July 1, 2021,
and August 15, 2021. In total, 482 people completed the survey
with a response rate of 3%, similar to other Kaiser Permanente
email-administered surveys. All participants provided informed
consent.

Interview Cohort (Qualitative)
For semistructured interviews, Black and white adult (aged ≥18
years) KPGA members with a confirmed COVID-19 diagnosis
and hospitalized with COVID-19 with a discharge date between
March 2020 and March 2021 were eligible to be recruited.
KPGA members were recruited via the KPGA patient portal
(Health Connect), email, phone, and mail. Upon initial contact,
we additionally screened individuals to ensure we only recruited
those who self-identify as Black or white and ensured an equal
distribution of participants by race (ie, 10 Black and 10 white
participants). Using this recruitment method, and anticipating
a 10%-20% response rate [10], we invited approximately 200
KPGA members to achieve our sample size of 20. Based on
guidance, completing 20 interviews among a racially balanced
cohort will be adequate for ensuring an appropriate saturation
of themes [11].
Table 2 describes the four distinct populations in this study, and
respective measurements and study outcomes.
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Table 2. Study populations, measurements, and outcomes of interest.
Study population

Study population description

Participants, n Measurement(s)

Outcome(s)

Quantitative
EMRa cohort

EMR data, including demographics, Hospitalization within 30
neighborhood-level SDOHc, comor- days of COVID-19 diagnobidities, medications, and lab values sis; readmission (30, 60, and
90 days); mortality; long
COVID

Survey cohort We invited those in the EMR cohort with a 482
valid email address (n=~17,500) to complete a COVID-19 survey

Survey questions related to demographics (eg, race, education), usual
health behaviors (eg, physical activity, smoking), impact of COVID-19
(eg, job loss, caregiving responsibilities), and medical mistrust. Survey
data were supplemented with EMR
data

KPGA-Emory All adult KPGA members hospitalized at
3028
cohort
Emory Healthcare with COVID-19 between
January 1, 2020, and June 1, 2021

KPGA EMR data, supplemented
In-hospital outcomes: mewith data on in-hospital medications chanical ventilation,
and lab values from Emory Health- COVID-19 treatment, ICUd
care
admission, ECMOe use

Qualitative: interview cohort

a

All adult KPGAb members diagnosed with 31,500
COVID-19 between January 1, 2020, and
June 1, 2021

We invited those in the EMR cohort with a 10
valid email address (n=~17,500) to participate in a 60-minute one-on-one interview

Semistructured interviews

Hospitalization within 30
days of COVID-19 diagnosis; readmission (30, 60, and
90 days); mortality; long
COVID

Themes

EMR: electronic medical record.

b

KPGA: Kaiser Permanente Georgia.

c

SDOH: social determinants of health.

d

ICU: intensive care unit.

e

ECMO: extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.

Quantitative Methods and Analysis: EMR Cohort
Primary Exposure: Race
Race is a social construct describing groups that have associated
racial meanings that affect their economic, political, and social
lives [7,12]. Racial inequalities are influenced by class
differences and SDOH [12,13]. In this study, the primary
independent variable will be race, determined from KPGA
patient self-report data, and will focus on Black and white adults.
Based on guidance by Ioannidis et al [14] and Lin and Kesley
[15], the use of race in the current context is appropriate, as
other SDOH factors often fail to associate (with sufficient
precision) when race is used as the placeholder, and the
development of our models will carefully consider other
explanatory biological and sociologic variables that may explain
race-based signals. Further, due to persistent structural inequities
that exist across multiple levels, studying the magnitude of
disparities between Black and white individuals in EMR data
is often difficult because of missing race/ethnicity data.
Therefore, to address missing data on self-identified race (~24%
among adults in KPGA), we will apply a Bayesian method
integrating surname and geocoded information to impute
self-reported race [16]. This approach has previously shown
high correlation (76%) with self-reported race with other Kaiser
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Permanente databases [16]. Analyses will be performed with
and without imputed race. Quantitative findings of factors
contributing to racial disparities will be merged with the
perceptions and experiences from semistructured interviews
using a triangulation design. Of note, the current study protocol
is restricted to examine differences between Black and white
individuals and does not include other racial or ethnic groups,
or those identifying as multiracial. This is because the reasons
for racial and ethnic disparities in health outcomes across groups
are complex and must be carefully considered against each
group’s historical, social, and economic circumstances. Here,
we focus on Black versus white disparities to better ensure that
the research provides specific and actionable insight for this
important subgroup. Future work will incorporate other racial
and ethnic groups.

Covariates
A list of the multilevel variables that will be considered as
confounders and/or mediators based on our conceptual model,
along with their respective data sources, is detailed in Table 3.
We will consider these variables in the context of individual-,
community-, and system-level factors, but acknowledge that
these are not always mutually exclusive and that many risk
factors have upstream causes for which solutions should also
be upstream.
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Table 3. Quantitative study variables and data sources.
Independent variables

Data Source

Individual-level factors
Demographics (eg, race, age, sex, ethnicity)

KPGAa EMRb

Insurance coverage

KPGA EMR

Primary language spoken at home

KPGA EMR

COVID-19 diagnosis date

KPGA EMR

Pre-existing conditions

KPGA EMR

Medical treatment

KPGA EMR

Vital signs and lab data

KPGA EMR

In-hospital lab values

Emory Healthcare

In-hospital medications

Emory Healthcare

Marital status

COVID-19 Survey

SDOHc (eg, education, household income)

COVID-19 Survey

Locus of control

COVID-19 Survey

Health behaviors (eg, exercise, smoking, drinking) pre- and post-COVID-19

COVID-19 Survey

COVID-19 symptoms

COVID-19 Survey

Health care–seeking behavior

COVID-19 Survey

Impacts of COVID-19 pandemic (eg, job loss)

COVID-19 Survey

Vaccine hesitancy

COVID-19 Survey

Medical mistrust

COVID-19 Survey

Community- and structural-level factors
Neighborhood deprivation index

American Community Survey

Median household income

American Community Survey

Social vulnerability index

American Community Survey

Outcome variables
30-day hospitalization

KPGA EMR

Readmission (30-day, 60-day, 90-day)

KPGA EMR

ICUd admission

Emory Healthcare

Mechanical ventilator use

Emory Healthcare

COVID-19 treatment

Emory Healthcare

ECMOe use

Emory Healthcare

Long COVID complications: cardiovascular (CADf, HFg, MIh, stroke, PVDi); respiratory (fibrotic lung disease, KPGA EMR
bronchiectasis, pulmonary vascular disease; mental health (depression, anxiety, substance abuse)
Mortality
a

KPGA EMR

KPGA: Kaiser Permanente Georgia.

b

EMR: electronic medical record.

c

SDOH: social determinants of health.

d

ICU: intensive care unit.

e

ECMO: extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.

f

CAD: coronary artery disease.

g

HF: heart failure.

h

MI: myocardial infarction.

i

PVD: peripheral vascular disease.
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Outcomes
COVID-19–Related Hospitalizations
Hospitalizations will be considered to be COVID-19–related if
they occurred within 30 days of the COVID-19 diagnosis date
and include an ICD-10 code for COVID-19.
Hospital Readmissions
Hospital readmissions will be defined as readmissions at 30,
60, and 90 days following the first hospital discharge date.
In-Hospital Outcomes
ICU admission, COVID-19 treatment, and ventilator status will
be defined based on KPGA and Emory Healthcare data
Long COVID
Long COVID will be defined through multiple outcome
domains: cardiovascular (coronary artery disease, heart failure,
myocardial infarction, stroke, peripheral vascular disease);
metabolic (diabetes); kidney (acute kidney injury); respiratory
(fibrotic lung disease, bronchiectasis, pulmonary vascular
disease); mental health (depression, anxiety, substance abuse).
Long COVID outcomes will be defined using ICD-10 codes as
appropriate. To minimize misclassification of acute COVID-19
complications, as well as previously undiagnosed conditions,
long COVID will be defined as symptoms >30 days following
the initial COVID-19 infection date.
Mortality
Vital status is updated on a quarterly basis by a dedicated team
at KPGA. We will consider COVID-19–specific deaths and
all-cause deaths in this group (Tables 2-3).

Statistical Analysis
Overview
In this open cohort study, we will follow individuals in our
cohort from the date of first COVID-19 infection, through to
each outcome of interest (ie, hospitalization, postacute sequelae
of COVID-19, death, or end of enrollment). All primary analyses
will consider time to first event (ie, first COVID-19–related
event). In sensitivity analyses, we will consider multiple events
(ie, >1 event). In addition, given the various waves of
COVID-19 (ie, emergence of the Delta and Omicron variants),
all analyses will be stratified by calendar period.
Summary Statistics
The study population characteristics will be described with
summary statistics as appropriate for the EMR cohort. The χ2,
t, and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests will be used to test for
differences in baseline characteristics by race as appropriate.
We will fit multivariable Poisson regression models, negative
binomial regression, and generalized Poisson regression to
estimate the excess risk of COVID-19 outcomes in Black versus
white adults, and determine the multilevel factors associated
with this excess risk using a stepwise approach [17]. All models
will consider variability across calendar time. Given the known
sex disparity in COVID-19 (ie, men have higher risk of severe
COVID-19 compared with women) [18], we will additionally
stratify all results by sex. Findings will also be stratified by age
and vaccination status to examine the effect modification on
https://www.researchprotocols.org/2022/10/e38914
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their association with severe COVID-19 outcomes. Study
variables obtained from EMR data, excluding race, are expected
to be available for >95% of participants based on prior analyses.
Therefore, our primary approach will be a complete case
analysis. However, we will perform sensitivity analyses using
hot-deck imputation, replacing missing values with imputed
values as estimated from respondents with matching covariates
[19].
Decomposition Analysis
Following a social-ecological approach, we will apply the
Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition technique to quantify the
contribution of individual, community, and structural exposures
to racial disparities in COVID-19 outcomes. This
regression-based counterfactual method was originally
developed in economics with recent applications in
epidemiology [20,21]. We will use this method to partition the
disparity in outcomes between Black and white KPGA members
into the portion that is explained by differences in the levels of
exposures across race, differences in the associations of the
exposures across race, and the portion that is unexplained by
exposures included in the model (ie, other unmeasured factors
such as racism). The output from the decomposition analysis
will provide insight on the expected residual disparity in
outcome if Black and white adults experienced the same level
of exposures (eg, equal health care access), sample exposure
effects (eg, equal effects on outcomes once health care is
accessed), and the interaction between level and effects of
exposures. This technique will enable us to quantify the
confounder-adjusted potential impact of targeting specific
exposures and exposure combinations (which may be
differentially distributed by race but also have differential effects
on outcomes for each race) on the Black-white disparity in study
outcomes. This quantification can be used to prioritize future
intervention efforts. Finally, effect modification by area-level
characteristics will be evaluated through stratified decomposition
analysis among adults residing in counties with high and low
vulnerability scores following established percentile-based
indices (high: >75th percentile). All analyses will be performed
using Stata version 16.1 (StataCorp).
Sample Size and Power Calculation
The EMR cohort is expected to follow 31,500 adults (~47.2%
Black). For the rarest outcome, COVID-19 mortality (159 per
100,000 white adults) [22], we expect to be able to detect
relative risks (between Black and white adults) of 1.4 with 0.9
power at the 5% significance level. Based on previous applied
studies using decomposition analysis (sample size range 24 to
22,666,142), our study will have a modest sample size to
conduct decomposition analysis, and based on a range of
uncertainty estimates, we anticipate having 80% assurance for
80% power or higher [23].

Quantitative Methods and Analysis: COVID-19 Survey
Cohort
Survey Development
We collected additional individual-level patient information on
COVID-19–positive patients via an electronic survey to explore
specific factors, including SDOH, that may be associated with
JMIR Res Protoc 2022 | vol. 11 | iss. 10 | e38914 | p. 7
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COVID-19 complications not captured in EMR data. Variables
included in the survey (see Multimedia Appendix 1 and Table
3) were based on a priori knowledge as well as emerging
questions specific to COVID-19, and obtained from a variety
of sources, including the National Institute of Health’s Office
of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research resource list of
COVID-19–relevant domains for clinical or population research
[24]. The survey, administered through Emory University’s
RedCap system, was pilot-tested among a sample (N=15) of
non-COVID-19 non-KPGA members, and estimated to take,
on average, 8 (range 5-10) minutes to complete.

Race
Race, as described above for the EMR cohort, will be collected
via self-report on the survey. We will define individuals as
non-Hispanic Black and non-Hispanic white. Within the design
of the survey, all individuals must answer questions on race
before progressing in the survey. Therefore, we do not have any
missing data on race for the COVID-19 survey.

Outcome
KPGA members who completed the COVID-19 survey were
linked to the KPGA EMR using name, date of birth, and medical
record number with an almost 100% match rate. This means
that all COVID-19 survey participants will also have EMR data
on comorbidities, lab values, and medications as per the EMR
cohort. The primary outcome for COVID-19 survey participants
will be 30-day hospitalization as ascertained by the KPGA EMR
(Table 3).

Statistical Analysis
Overview
The analytic approach for the COVID-19 survey cohort will be
similar to that described for the EMR cohort under the Summary
Statistics subsection above. We do not have sufficient power
to perform a decomposition analysis on this sample.
Sample Size and Power Calculation
Using a Poisson regression for our primary outcome of
COVID-19–related hospitalization within 30 days of infection
among 482 survey participants, 38.6% of whom identify as
Black, we estimate having 93% power at a .05 significance level
to detect a minimum relative risk of 1.4. This sample size
estimate is adjusted for covariates of age, gender, neighborhood
vulnerability index, and median income.

Qualitative Methods and Analysis
Overview
Examining racial disparities in COVID-19 using large EMR
systems such as KPGA will provide quantitative data to explore
the contribution of several multilevel factors to known racial
disparities. However, this approach in isolation may overlook
the complex interaction of contextual factors, cultural and
personal values, social resources, and individual motivations
that influence a person’s ability to seek health care and navigate
the health care system. Therefore, this mixed methods project
concurrently conducted in-depth semistructured interviews,
guided by the theoretical framework outlined in Table 1 and
with feedback from the CAB, to capture perceptions of and
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experiences of being hospitalized with COVID-19 as well as
related interactions with KPGA health care providers.
Qualitative methods such as this are well-suited to produce rich,
contextual information from individuals deemed knowledgeable
about specific issues [25]. Furthermore, capturing the patient
experience and integrating this information into the design and
development of future interventions, as our long-term objective,
is known to increase the efficacy, adoption, and sustainability
of such interventions [26].

Data Collection
Semistructured interviews were conducted among a cohort of
10 Black and 10 white participants diagnosed with COVID-19.
According to the principles of qualitative research, we believe
that a sample size of 20 will be sufficient to reach saturation
for thematic analyses [27]. All interviews were conducted via
telephone and audio-recorded. Each interview lasted ~60
minutes and was conducted by trained social behavioral
scientists at KPGA with extensive experience in qualitative
interviewing. The interview guide focused on factors related to
health disparities and the multilevel factors associated with
racial disparities in health and health care. This includes social
environment (neighborhood-level access to quality care),
medical mistrust, patient-provider interaction, and changes in
employment or housing circumstances (Multimedia Appendix
2). We included a process for referring participants to counseling
through KPGA’s Behavioral Health Department for any patients
who report challenges during the interview. The interview guide
and procedures were pilot-tested with a subset (n=2-3) of the
study population prior to enrolling study participants.
Participants were offered a nominal financial incentive (US $20
Amazon gift card) for participating in the interview.

Data Analysis
Semistructured interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim by two trained research assistants (one identifying as
Black and the other as white) and overseen by a trained social
behavioral scientist (identifying as Black). A random sample
of transcripts were checked against the audio recordings for
accuracy. We then developed a codebook using open coding to
identify themes that emerged, followed by axial coding to
categorize the themes that emerged to code the interview
transcripts [26]. Two coders independently coded each interview
transcript and any discordance between the primary coders was
discussed with the group until a resolution was reached.
Intercoder agreement will be assessed using κ values. We used
NVivo 12.0 software to code data and organize results. Thematic
analysis will be used to describe themes within the study
domains and constructs. We will use modeling techniques to
visualize relationships between themes that emerge among each
group of participants.

Mixed Methods Integration
This study will follow the checklist for mixed methods research
proposed by Fetters and Molina-Azorin [28]. We will analyze
and interpret quantitative and qualitative data separately, and
then integrate the qualitative and quantitative findings using a
triangulation design approach to directly compare and contrast
quantitative statistical results with qualitative findings, and to
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validate quantitative findings with qualitative data. We will
present quantitative data and qualitative data separately, and
together in a joint display table (Figure 1).

data, which were used under license for this study and so are
not publicly available. However, data are available from the
authors upon reasonable request and with permission of KPGA.

Ethics Approval and Dissemination

Results

The KPGA Institutional Review Board (IRB; #00000406) and
Emory University IRB (#MOD004-STUDY00001631) reviewed
and approved this study. Online informed consent was obtained
from all participants in the survey cohort. Verbal informed
consent was obtained from all participants involved in
qualitative interviews.
The Emory and KPGA IRBs waived the requirement of written
Privacy Rule Authorization for use of protected health
information for recruitment purposes, for the secondary data
analysis portion of the study, and waived the requirement of
written Privacy Rule authorization and the requirement to obtain
a signed consent form for the survey and interview portions of
the study.
Study findings will be disseminated with key stakeholders,
including CAB members, KPGA, and Emory Healthcare, and
will be presented at academic conferences and published in
peer-reviewed journals.

Data and Material Availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available
from KPGA, but restrictions apply to the availability of these

This study has been funded by a Woodruff Health Sciences
grant from December 2020 to December 2022. As of August
31, 2022, 31,500 KPGA members diagnosed with COVID-19
between January 1, 2020, and September 30, 2021, have been
included in the EMR cohort, including 3028 who were
hospitalized at Emory Healthcare, and 482 KPGA members
completed the survey. In addition, 20 KPGA members (10 Black
and 10 white) have been interviewed about their experiences
navigating care with COVID-19. Quantitative and qualitative
data cleaning and coding have been completed. Data analysis
is underway with results anticipated to be published in December
2022.
Table 4 describes the basic demographics of our three distinct
study populations. In brief, the EMR cohort was more likely to
be Black, female, and younger as compared to the general
KPGA population. The survey cohort was less likely to be Black
and male, and more likely to be older as compared to the general
KPGA population. Finally, the interview cohort was more likely
to be Black and male relative to the general KPGA population.

Table 4. Demographic characteristics of the three unique study populations diagnosed with COVID-19 included in this mixed methods study as
compared to the general KPGA population

a

Characteristics

EMRa cohort

Survey cohort

Interview cohort

KPGAb population

Participants recruited, n

31,500

482

20

264,681

Black, n (%)

14,868 (47.2)

186 (38.6)

10 (50.0)

110,107 (41.6)

Men, n (%)

13,261 (42.1)

157 (32.5)

12 (60.0)

120,430 (45.5)

Aged>60 years, n (%)

5260 (16.7)

192 (39.8)

0 (0)

63,259 (23.9)

EMR: electronic medical record.

b

KPGA: Kaiser Permanente Georgia.

Discussion
Principal Findings
Results from this mixed methods pilot study in a diverse
integrated care setting in the southeastern United States will
provide insights into the mechanisms underpinning racial
disparities in COVID-19 complications. We hypothesize that
Black KPGA members will have an increased risk for
COVID-19–related complications such as hospitalization, ICU
admission, and ventilator use relative to white KPGA members.
We also anticipate that a higher proportion of comorbidities
among Black KPGA members will explain some, but not all,
of the observed disparities, and that SDOH, including racism,
will also contribute significantly to race-based disparities. The
quantitative and qualitative data in this study will provide
important context to generate hypotheses around the mechanisms
for racial disparities in COVID-19, and may help to inform the
development of multilevel strategies to reduce the burden of
https://www.researchprotocols.org/2022/10/e38914
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racial disparities in COVID-19 and its ongoing sequelae.
Incorporating contextual information, elucidated from qualitative
interviews, will increase the efficacy, adoption, and
sustainability of such strategies.

Comparison to Prior Work
Previous work examining racial disparities in COVID-19–related
outcomes has largely been limited to quantitative approaches
describing the relative risk of COVID-19 or COVID-19–related
outcomes in one race or ethnic group relative to another. Few
studies to date have employed a mixed methods approach to
comprehensively explore the underlying mechanisms of racial
disparities in COVID-19–related outcomes. One known study,
using data from the “Health, Ethnicity and Pandemic Survey”
(N=2506), a nationally representative survey conducted in
October 2020, reported that Black respondents were 6 times
more likely to report experiences of racism during COVID-19
[29]. The experience of racism was related to where people
lived (eg, “red” vs “blue” states, and racially homogenous
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neighborhoods), as well as individual-level factors such as being
male, low education, and lack of access to the internet [29].
This study highlighted the importance of examining the
multilevel factors contributing to racism, but did not expand
this research to examine mechanisms and associations with
COVID-19–related outcomes, a focus of the current research.

Strengths and Limitations
The key strength of this study is the use of a large integrated
health care system (KPGA) with a rich EMR data infrastructure
that includes individual, interpersonal, community, and structural
factors, providing a unique opportunity to disentangle the key
multilevel mechanisms underscoring racial disparities in
COVID-19 for which few other data sets are equipped to
address. Furthermore, KPGA is a longitudinal data set, and
includes inpatient, outpatient, and general health encounters,
leading to greater generalizability than most hospital-based
COVID-19 studies performed to date. Our research team has
extensive expertise using EMR data for research purposes
[30-35], including validation studies [36], and is well-equipped
to address the nuances of EMR data in research settings.
However, there are some limitations of this study to consider.
First, KPGA has a higher proportion of Black adults compared
to the Georgia population (41.6% and 32.6%, respectively),
higher socioeconomic status (ie, median income and social
vulnerability) [37], and does not include uninsured or Medicaid
patients. Therefore, results from this study cannot be generalized
to the broader Georgia population, but rather to those within an
integrated health care system such as KPGA. Despite this,
pervasive racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic disparities exist
within the KPGA population. For example, Kaiser Permanente
has previously reported racial and socioeconomic disparities
with respect to health and well-being [38], gastric cancer [39],
smoking cessation [40], and diabetes care [41], and preliminary
evidence suggests that Black members are twice as likely to
experience housing instability, indicating that a social gradient
exists within this integrated health system. Understanding the
underlying mechanisms contributing to racial disparities in
COVID-19 in a population with comparatively uniform access
to care is the focus of this work, for which the KPGA data
infrastructure is well-suited.
Second, there are known limitations to the use of EMR data for
research purposes, not least of which pertains to diagnosis bias:
there is likely a race-based bias in terms of who is being
screened, tested, and subsequently diagnosed with comorbidities.
However, EMR data outperform claims and self-reported data.

Harding et al
Moreover, the use of EMR data from a large population allows
us to tease out underlying mechanisms of racial disparities in
COVID-19 that would not be possible in a smaller, more select
cohort population.
Third, our survey response rate was only 3%, similar to other
email-based recruitment surveys. Consequently, our survey
population is more likely to be white, female, and older as
compared to the general KPGA population, thus limiting the
external generalizability of our findings. However, the internal
validity of our analyses examining the relative contribution of
various SDOH factors and COVID-19–related disparities within
this population is unlikely to be comprised by this selection
bias, and thus the results will still be informative and generate
important hypotheses for future work.
Finally, qualitative findings will be limited to a small number
of COVID-19–related contexts due to the sample size. Here,
we have prioritized understanding the context of health care
navigation among Black and white KPGA members with
COVID-19, as interventions to improve access, and thus reduce
racial disparities, within an integrated health care system may
be more readily addressed.

Future Directions
In this pilot study, we hope to generate new knowledge
regarding underlying mechanisms of race-based disparities in
COVID-19 outcomes to inform the development of future
multilevel interventions aimed at reducing inequalities within
integrated care settings. Further, KPGA shares the same data
infrastructure with 18 other health systems across the United
States (in 13 states and serving >28.4 million patients). This
will allow us to expand our work to a multisite study across the
United States examining the impact of COVID-19 in
communities of color in the southeast and nationally.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study will investigate race-based disparities
in COVID-19 outcomes, and the contributing roles and
mediating pathways of individual-level and social (eg, structural
racism, neighborhood environment) factors among a racially
and socioeconomically diverse population of people enrolled
within an integrated health system. A rigorous examination of
social contexts and racial disparities in COVID-19 outcomes
will contribute to the identification of factors that can inform
continuing efforts to address racial disparities in the United
States in the context of COVID-19.
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